Home Page http://cms.gmu.edu/ Has intro on
what Common Spot is

Training Landing Page http:
//cms.gmu.edu/training/

Training (in-text link) http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/index.cfm Goes to page with list of
General Info (list of links that is
links that are the same as the drop-downs under the same as under the top-level
General Info, Contributors, Developers
nav drop-down)

General Info Landing Page
http://cms.gmu.edu/training/
(same as Training landing
page)

Contributors Landing Page
http://cms.gmu.edu/training/
(same as Training landing page)

CommonSpot Website URLS,
Browser Requirements http:
//cms.gmu.
edu/training/general/csurls.cfm

Creating New Pages http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/contributors/createn
ewpage.cfm

Contact Us (in-text link) http://cms.gmu.
edu/contact/index.cfm

Logging In To CommonSpot
Contributors (list of links that is http://cms.gmu.
the same as under the top-level edu/training/general/logintocs.
nav drop-down)
cfm

Editing Pages http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/contributors/editpage
.cfm

Training (top-level nav, same as in-text link)
http://cms.gmu.edu/training/index.cfm Goes to
page with list of links

The Gray Menu-Bar http://cms.
Developers (list of links that is gmu.
the same as under the top-level edu/training/general/menubargr
nav drop-down)
ay.cfm

Renaming the Page and
Editing Page Titles http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/contributors/renameedit.cfm

General Info (goes to same page as Training,
but has drop-downs that go elsewhere) http:
//cms.gmu.edu/training/

The Blue Menu-Bar http:
//cms.gmu.
edu/training/general/menubarbl
ue.cfm

Copy Page and Move Page
http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/contributors/copymo
ve.cfm

Contributors (goes to same page as Training,
but has drop-downs that go elsewhere) http:
//cms.gmu.edu/training/

Types of Elements http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/general/elementtyp
es.cfm

Create a Page Set http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/contributors/pageset.
cfm

Developers (goes to same page as Training, but
has drop-downs that go elsewhere) http://cms.
gmu.edu/training/

Edit, Submit, and View Pages
http://cms.gmu.
Create a Text Element http:
edu/training/general/editsubmit //cms.gmu.
view.cfm
edu/training/contributors/text.cfm
Page Tools, Page View http:
//cms.gmu.
Insert Images http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/general/pagetoolsv edu/training/contributors/image.
iew.cfm
cfm
Adding and Editing Links http:
//cms.gmu.
edu/training/contributors/addeditli
nk.cfm

Developers Landing Page http:
//cms.gmu.edu/training/ (same as
Training landing page)

Footer

Create a Subsite http://cms.gmu.
Privacy Statement http:
edu/training/developers/createasub //webdev.gmu.
site.cfm
edu/internet-privacy/
Adding Custom Scripts and
HTML http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/customscri
pts.cfm

Disclaimer http://webdev.
gmu.edu/disclaimer/

Creating CommonSpot Template
http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/createtempl
ate.cfm

Accessibility http:
//accessibility.gmu.edu/
(Note: This is not the ATI
site, which might be more
appropriate)

Adding Breadcrumbs http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/developers/breadcrum
b.cfm

Contact Us
cmsadmin@gmu.edu

Creating Custom Elements http:
//cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/customele
ment.cfm
Create a Simple Form From a
Custom Element http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/simpleform
ce.cfm
Creating a Render Handler http:
//cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/renderhand
ler.cfm
Create a Staff Directory, Custom
Element http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/staffdirector
yce.cfm

Create Jump Links http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/contributors/jumplink
.cfm
Adding Forms http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/contributors/addform
.cfm
Adding Data Sheets http://cms.
gmu.
edu/training/contributors/adddata
sheet.cfm

Create a Calendar, Custom
Element http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/calendarce.
cfm
Creating Metadata http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/metadata.
cfm
Security http://cms.gmu.
edu/training/developers/security.
cfm

